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Effect of liquid temperature on sonoluminescence

Kyuichi Yasui
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, 1-1 Hirate-cho, Kita-ku, Nagoya 462-8510, Japan

~Received 9 March 2001; published 18 June 2001!

Computer simulations of bubble oscillations are performed under conditions of sonoluminescence~SL! in
water for various liquid temperatures. It is clarified that at almost all acoustic amplitudes, the bubble tempera-
ture at the collapse is higher in a colder liquid because a lesser amount of water vapor is trapped inside a
bubble at the collapse due to the lower-saturated vapor pressure. Accordingly, at relatively low-acoustic
amplitudes, the SL emissions from plasma inside a bubble are much stronger in a colder liquid. However, at
higher-acoustic amplitudes, the SL emission originates in chemiluminescence of OH and the intensity is
smaller in a colder liquid because a lesser amount of excited OH radicals are created inside a bubble. In actual
experiments of multibubble sonoluminescence~MBSL! in water, the light consists of plasma emissions from
low-acoustic amplitude region and chemiluminescence of OH from high-acoustic amplitude region. Usually,
MBSL in a colder liquid is stronger because of the much stronger plasma emissions. The liquid-temperature
dependence of single-bubble sonoluminescence is also discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.016310 PACS number~s!: 78.60.Mq
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a liquid is irradiated by a strong ultrasound, ma
tiny gas bubbles appear, which is called acoustic cavita
@1#. The bubbles emit light at the collapse, which was d
covered about 70 years ago and is called multibubble son
minescence~MBSL! @1,2#. Single-bubble sonoluminescenc
~SBSL! is a light-emission phenomenon from a stably osc
lating bubble trapped at the pressure antinode of a stan
ultrasound, which has been studied intensively for a dec
@3#. Both for MBSL and SBSL, it has been reported that t
light intensity increases as the liquid temperature decre
@4–8#. However, the mechanism of the liquid-temperatu
dependence is still unclear@1,4,9,10#. In the present paper, i
is investigated by computer simulations of bubble osci
tions both for MBSL and SBSL.

II. MODEL

For the bubble collapse under SL conditions, there
two theoretical models; the shock-wave model@11,12# and
the quasiadiabatic compression model@13#. The shock-wave
model @11,12# is that a spherically symmetric shock wav
develops inside the bubble at the collapse and converge
the bubble center. The quasiadiabatic compression m
@13# is that no shock-wave develops inside the bubble
the whole bubble is heated up by the quasiadiabatic comp
sion ~‘‘quasi’’ means that appreciable thermal conducti
takes place between the bubble and the surrounding liqu!.
In 1998, Chenget al. @14,15# showed by the computer simu
lations of the fundamental equations of fluid dynamics ins
a collapsing bubble that no shock wave is formed inside a
bubble and the spatial-variations of temperature and pres
inside a bubble are both only a few tens of percent. T
reason for no shock formation was theoretically clarified
Vuong, Szeri, and Young in 1999@16#. Thus, in the presen
computer simulations, a quasiadiabatic compression m
@13# is used.

In the present model, the effect of nonequilibrium evap
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ration and condensation of water vapor at the bubble wall
thermal conduction both inside and outside a bubble,
chemical reactions of gases and vapor inside a bubble
ionization of gases inside a bubble, and of liquid compre
ibility are taken into account. The present model is basica
the same as that described in Ref.@13# except a few modifi-
cations.

As in Ref. @13#, it is assumed that the pressure and t
temperature are spatially uniform inside a spherical bub
except at the thermal boundary layer near the bubble w
The thickness of the thermal boundary layer isnl wheren is
a constant (n57) andl is a mean free path of molecule
inside a bubble@13,17#.

As the equation of bubble radius (R), the modified Keller
equation is used.
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where the dot denotes the time derivative (d/dt), c` is the
sound speed in the liquid at infinity,ṁ is the rate of evapo-
ration of water at the bubble wall per unit area per unit tim
rL,i (rL,`) is the liquid density at the bubble wall~at infin-
ity!, pB(t) is the liquid pressure on the external side of t
bubble wall,ps(t) is a nonconstant ambient pressure comp
nent such as a sound field, andp` is the undisturbed pres
sure. When a bubble is irradiated by an acoustic wave wh
wavelength is much larger than the bubble radius,ps(t)5
2pa sin(2pfat) where pa is the pressure amplitude of th
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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acoustic wave andf a is its frequency. By the fundamenta
theory of fluid dynamics@18#, it can be shown that the spee
of the bubble collapse never exceeds the sound velocit
the liquidat the bubble wall(cL,B) ~see Appendix!, which is
a function of the liquid pressure at the bubble wall (pB);
cL,B5A7.15(pB1B)/rL,i whereB53.0493108 Pa andrL,i
is the liquid density at the bubble wall@19#. Thus, in the
present computer simulations, the bubble wall velocity is
placed bycL,B when it exceedscL,B in the numerical calcu-
lations of the modified Keller equation, which is the mo
important modification in the present model.

The change of the thermal energy of a bubble (DE) in
time Dt is expressed by

DE~ t !52pg~ t !•DV~ t !14pR2ṁeH2ODt

14pR2Dt•k
]T

]t U
r 5R

1
4

3
pR3Dt(

g
~r gb2r g f !

3DHg f1F2
3

5
MṘR̈GDt2(

i
x red,iDni

1 , ~2!

wherepg is the pressure inside a bubble,DV is the volume
change of the bubble,R is the bubble radius,ṁ is the rate of
evaporation of water at the bubble wall,eH2O is the energy
carried by an evaporating or condensing vapor molecule,k is
the thermal conductivity of the gas,]T/]r ur 5R is the tem-
perature gradient at the bubble wall,r g f(r gb) is the forward
~backward! reaction rate of the reactiong per unit volume
and unit time,DHg f is the enthalpy change in the forwar
reaction~when DHg f,0, the reaction is exothermic!, M is
the total mass of the gases and vapor inside the bubble
dot denotes the time derivative (d/dt), x red,i is the reduced
ionization potential of the gas speciesi by the extreme high
density, andDni

1 is the change of the number of positiv
ions of the speciesi. The first term in the right-hand side o
Eq. ~2! is the work by pressure~pV work!. The second term
is the energy carried by evaporating or condensing va
molecules. The third term is the energy change due to t
mal conduction. The fourth term is the heat of chemical
actions inside the bubble. The fifth term is the change of
macroscopic kinetic energy of the gas that is transferred
heat@13#. The brackets mean that this term is included o
when the term is positive, which corresponds to the decre
of the kinetic energy. When the term is negative, it is
placed by zero. The last term is the heat of ionization. As
been clarified in the previous studies@13,17#, the heat of
chemical reactions, especially the endothermal heat of va
dissociation, affects the bubble temperature considerably

The molar heat (CV) of gases and vapor inside an arg
bubble is

CV5
3

2
Rg

nAr

nt
1

6

2
Rg

nH2O

nt
1(

i
CV,i

ni

nt
2S nt

NA
D 2 a

V
, ~3!

where Rg is the gas constant,nAr is the number of argon
atoms inside a bubble,nt is the total number of particle
inside a bubble,nH2O is the number of water-vapor mo
01631
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ecules inside a bubble,CV,i is the molar heat of the ga
speciesi ~i 5OH, H, O, O2, H2, HO2, H2O2, O3!, ni is the
number of molecules of the gas speciesi inside a bubble,NA
is the Avogadro number,a is the van der Waals constant, an
V is the bubble volume@13#. The molar heat of the ga
speciesi is assumed as follows; for monoatomic gases s
as H and O, the molar heat is (3/2)Rg , for diatomic gases
such as OH, O2, H2, it is (5/2)Rg , for the other gases, it is
(6/2)Rg @20#. As has been clarified previously@13,17#, the
second term, which is determined by the number of wa
vapor molecules inside a bubble, affects the bubble temp
ture at the collapse considerably.

The thermal conductivity~k! of the gas inside a bubble i
estimated by Eq.~4!:

k5kH2O~T!~nH2O/nt!1kAr~T!~nAr /nt!, ~4!

wherekH2O(T) and kAr(T) are the thermal conductivity o
water vapor and that of argon at temperatureT, respectively.
The thermal conductivity of water vapor and that of arg
are estimated by kH2O(T)520.01211.031024T and

kAr(T)50.00913.231025T, where kH2O and kAr are in
W/m K andT is the temperature in K.

Another modification made in the present model is t
inclusion of the dissolution of chemical products such
OH, O, H, etc. into water. The rate of dissolution (r d) is
calculated for each species by the following equation:

r d,i5QA kTB

2pmi

ni

V
34pR2, ~5!

wherer d,i is the rate of dissolution of the chemical speciei
~i 5OH, H, O, O2, H2, O3, HO2, H2O2!, Q is the probability
of dissolution of a molecule per collision to the liquid su
face~Q50.001@21#!, k is the Boltzmann constant,TB is the
gas temperature at the bubble wall,mi is the molecular mass
of the speciesi, ni is the number of molecules of the speci
i inside a bubble,V is the bubble volume, andR is the bubble
radius.

Now, we discuss the ionization of gases inside a bub
In dense gas, the ionization potential of the gas is reduced
the overlap of the electron wave functions of gas molecu
@22,23#. The reduced ionization potential (x red) is estimated
by Eq. ~6! @22,23#:

x red5x~121/x!, ~6!

where

x5
1

2aBk8
A3 V

nt
, ~7!

x is the ionization potential of the gas in vacuum,aB is the
Bohr radius (5.29310211 m!, k8 is the ratio of the atomic
radius of the gas to that of hydrogen~k851.57 for argon, and
1.27 for oxygen atom!, V is the bubble volume, andnt is the
total number of molecules inside a bubble.

In the present calculations, the ionization of argon, ox
gen, and hydrogen atoms are taken into account becaus
0-2
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most all water-vapor molecules are dissociated to oxy
and hydrogen atoms when ionization takes place@13#. The
ionization potential of argon in vacuum is 15.8 eV and tho
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of oxygen and hydrogen atoms in vacuum are both 13.6
The number of free electrons (ne) is estimated by Saha equa
tion @24#.
ne5
V

2
@2le

23e2x̄/kT1A~le
23e2x̄/kT!214le

23~nAre
2xred,Ar/kT1nOe2xred,O/kT1nHe2xred,H/kT!/V#, ~8!
re
g is
of

Eq.

d
d

,
nt

he

for

e
ient
whereV is the bubble volume,le5h/A2pmekT is the ther-
mal de Broglie wavelength of electrons,h is the Planck con-
stant,me is the electron mass,k is the Boltzmann constant,T
is the temperature,x̄ is the averaged ionization potential ov
the species considered,nAr is the number of argon atom
inside the bubble,x red,Ar is the reduced ionization potentia
of argon,nO andnH are the numbers of oxygen and hydr
gen atoms inside the bubble, respectively, andx red,O and
x red,H are the reduced ionization potentials of oxygen a
hydrogen atoms, respectively. The number of positive i
of the speciesi (ni

1) is calculated by Eq.~9!:

ni
15niy/~ne1y!, ~9!

where

y5le
23e2xred,i /kT3 4

3 pR3, ~10!

ni is the number of atoms of the speciesi including both
neutrals and ions andx red,i is the reduced ionization potentia
of the speciesi.

In the present paper the radiative processes are also s
lated. The processes include chemiluminescence of
plasma emissions, and the thermal emissions of O2 mol-
ecules. For chemiluminescence and O2 emissions, the
quenching by collisions with other particles is taken in
account by multiplying the factor 1/@11S ips i

2t v̄ i(ni /V)#
@25# whereps i

2 is the quenching cross section of the spec
i (ps i

252.1310221(m2) for argon, 3.5310219(m2) for
H2O, 7310220(m2) for the other molecules@26#!, t is the
lifetime of the excited OH radicals~t5731027 s @26#!, v̄ i is
the mean velocity of the molecules of the speciesi, ni is the
number of molecules of the speciesi inside a bubble, andV
is the bubble volume. The intensity of the chemilumine
cence from OH* is estimated by the rates of the reactio
O1H1M→OH* 1M ~OH* is the excited OH radical andM
is the third body! and OH1H1OH→OH* 1H2O @13,27,28#
multiplied by the quenching factor.

The plasma emissions consist of electron-ion bremsst
lung, electron-atom bremsstrahlung, radiative recombina
of electrons and ions, and radiative attachment of electr
to neutral particles. The electron-ion bremsstrahlung is
light emission from an electron accelerated in the Coulo
field of a positive ion and the intensity is given by Eq.~11!.

PBr,ion51.57310240ne
2T1/2/~ 4

3 pR3!, ~11!
d
s

u-
H,

s

-

h-
n

ns
e
b

wherene is the number of electrons inside a bubble,T is the
temperature,R is the bubble radius, and all the quantities a
expressed in SI units. The electron-atom bremsstrahlun
the light emission from an electron accelerated in the field
a neutral atom and the intensity is crudely estimated by
~12! @29#:

PBr,atom54.6310244nenArT/~ 4
3 pR3!, ~12!

where all the quantities are expressed in SI units.
The intensity of radiative recombination (Pr) is estimated

by

Pr5ne
2^s f bye&hn̄/~ 4

3 pR3!, ~13!

wheres f b is the cross section of radiative recombination,ye
is the velocity of a free electron,̂& denotes the average
value over the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, an
hn̄ is the mean energy of the emitted photon (hn̄51.5kT!.
According to Ref.@30#, ^s f bye&52.7310217/AT (m3/s) for
hydrogen, whereT is expressed inK. For argon and oxygen
the detailed values ofs f b are not known. Thus, in the prese
calculations, the value of hydrogen is used.

The intensity of radiative attachment of electrons to t
neutral oxygen atoms is given by Eq.~14! @31#:

FIG. 1. The calculated radius-time curves of an argon bubble
one acoustic cycle~50 ms! for the liquid temperature of 20 °C~solid
line! and 34 °C~dotted line! when the frequency and the amplitud
of ultrasound are 20 kHz and 1.4 bar, respectively, and the amb
bubble radius is 4mm.
0-3
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Patt51310226nOneȳehn̄/~ 4
3 pR3!, ~14!

where the coefficient@1310226(m2)# is the cross section o
radiative attachment,nO and ne are the numbers of oxyge
atoms and electrons inside a bubble, respectively,v̄e is the
mean velocity of electrons~v̄e5A8 kT/pme, wherek is the
Boltzmann constant,me is the electron mass!, andhn̄ is the
mean energy of the emitted photon (hn̄51.5kT!. In the

FIG. 2. The numbers of molecules inside a bubble as functi
of time for one acoustic cycle for the liquid temperature of 20 °C~a!
and 34 °C~b!. The condition is the same as that of Fig. 1.

TABLE I. The physical properties of liquid water for variou
temperatures.pv* is the saturated vapor pressure,m is the viscosity,
n is the kinematic viscosity,s is the surface tension, andrL is the
density.

5 °C 20 °C 34 °C

pv* ~Pa! 0.863103 2.323103 5.293103

m ~Pa s! 1.5231023 1.0031023 0.7431023

n ~m2/s! 1.5231026 1.0031026 0.7431026

s ~N/m! 7.4931022 7.2831022 7.0531022

rL ~kg/m3! 1.003103 1.003103 0.993103
01631
present calculations, the intensity of radiative attachmen
electrons to hydrogen atoms, OH radicals, and oxygen m
ecules are also calculated using the similar equations to
~14!.

III. RESULTS

The computer simulations are performed for an arg
bubble in water irradiated by 20 kHz ultrasound of vario
acoustic amplitudes for various liquid temperatures~5, 20,
and 34 °C!. In Fig. 1, the calculated radius-time curves a
shown for one acoustic cycle for 20 °C case~solid line! and
34 °C case~dotted line! when the acoustic amplitude is 1.
bar and the ambient bubble radius is 4mm, where the ambi-
ent bubble radius is defined as the bubble radius when u
sound is off. From Fig. 1, it is seen that at 34 °C the bub
expands more compared to 20 °C case. In Fig. 2, number
molecules inside a bubble are shown for 20 °C case~a! and
34 °C case~b!. It is seen that much more water evapora
into the bubble at the bubble expansion for 34 °C case, wh

s FIG. 3. The calculated results for the liquid temperature
20 °C at around the minimum bubble radius as functions of time
0.05ms. The condition is the same as that of Fig. 1.~a! The bubble
radius~R! and the temperature inside the bubble~T!. ~b! The num-
bers of molecules inside the bubble.
0-4
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EFFECT OF LIQUID TEMPERATURE ON SONOLUMINESCENCE PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 016310
is due to the larger saturated vapor pressure at 34 °C~Table
I!. As seen in Fig. 2, the number of water-vapor molecu
inside a bubble decreases at the bubble collapse due to
vapor condensation at the bubble wall. It should be no
here that vapor condensation at the bubble wall is a none
librium process due to the high speed of the bubble colla
@32#.

In Figs. 3 and 4, the enlarged views at around the m
mum bubble radius are shown for 20 and 34 °C cases,
spectively. It is seen that the maximum bubble temperatur
much higher for 20 °C case. It is because the amoun
vapor trapped inside a bubble is much smaller for 20 °C c
as seen in Figs. 3~b! and 4~b!. Vapor has a larger molar hea
@(6/2)Rg# than that of argon@(3/2)Rg#. Thus, the bubble
with larger amount of vapor needs much more energy for
same temperature increase. It results in the lower maxim
temperature of the bubble for 34 °C case as shown in Ta
II. Additionally, vapor is dissociated inside a bubble at t
collapse by the high temperature and cools the bubble c
siderably due to the endothermal heat of the dissociat
which makes the maximum bubble temperature for 34

FIG. 4. The calculated results for the liquid temperature
34 °C at around the minimum bubble radius as functions of time
0.05ms. The condition is the same as that of Fig. 1.~a! The bubble
radius~R! and the temperature inside the bubble~T!. ~b! The num-
bers of molecules inside the bubble.
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case much lower than that for 20 °C case as shown in Ta
II.

In Figs. 5~a!, 6~a!, and 7~a!, the bubble temperature at th
collapse is shown for various acoustic amplitudes and am
ent radii for the liquid temperatures of 5, 20, and 34 °
respectively. The ranges of the acoustic amplitudes (pa) and
the ambient radii (R0) considered are 0–10 bar and 1–6mm,
respectively, which are typical ones in MBSL experimen
@1,33#. From Fig. 5~a!, it is seen that at first the bubble tem
perature at the collapse increases as the acoustic ampl
increases up to;1.5 bar. It is because the bubble collap
becomes more violent as the acoustic amplitude increa
However, above;1.5 bar, the bubble temperature decrea
as the acoustic amplitude increases. The reason is as foll
As the acoustic amplitude increases, a bubble expands m
and more vapor evaporates into a bubble at the expansio
results in the increase of the amount of vapor trapped ins
a bubble at the collapse, and thus, the bubble temperatu
the collapse decreases.

Comparing Figs. 5~a!, 6~a!, and 7~a!, it is seen that for
almost all acoustic amplitudes, the bubble temperature at
collapse is higher in a colder liquid. The reason is tha
lesser amount of vapor is trapped inside a bubble at the
lapse in a colder liquid due to the lower-saturated vapor p
sure. Although for almost all the acoustic amplitudes t
bubble temperature at the collapse is higher in a colder
uid, there exists a very narrow range of acoustic amplitu
for which the bubble temperature at the collapse islower in
a colder liquid. For example, atpa51.2 bar and R0
54 mm, it is 7600 K for 20 °C case while it is 11 000 K fo
34 °C case. It is because the amount of vapor trapped in

f
r

TABLE II. The calculated results for an argon bubble in wat
irradiated by ultrasound of 20 kHz and 1.4 bar for the liquid te
peratures of 20 and 34 °C. The ambient bubble radius is 4mm. Rmax

is the maximum bubble radius,Rmin is the minimum bubble radius
Tmax is the maximum bubble temperature, the temperature in
brackets is the maximum bubble temperature when chemical r
tions are neglected, ‘‘H2O dissociated’’ is the number of H2O mol-
ecules dissociated inside a bubble per bubble collapse, ‘‘light’
the energy of the emitted light per bubble collapse, ‘‘pulse widt
is that of the emitted light, ‘‘mechanism’’ is that of the light emis
sion, ‘‘rad.rec.’’ is radiative recombination of electrons and ion
‘‘ion bremss.’’ is electron-ion bremsstrahlung, ‘‘atom bremss.’’
electron-atom bremsstrahlung, and ‘‘rad. attach.’’ is radiative
tachment of electrons to neutral particles.

20 °C 34 °C

Rmax 62 mm 68 mm
Rmin 0.6 mm 0.6mm
Tmax

~without CR!
24 000 K

~40 000 K!
15 000 K

~36 000 K!

H2O dissociated 4.53108 4.73108

light 7.4 pJ 0.3 pJ
pulse width 50 ps 40 ps
mechanism rad. rec.

ion bremss.
atom bremss.

atom bremss.
rad. rec.

rad. attach.
0-5
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a bubble is very small, in this case, due to a relatively sm
expansion of the bubble by the relatively small acoustic a
plitude. The main factor that determines the bubble temp
ture at the collapse in this case is the bubble temperatu
the beginning of the collapse, which is identical to the liqu
temperature. It should be noted that the expansion of
bubble is an isothermal process and the bubble tempera
at the maximum bubble radius is identical to the liquid te
perature@34#. Lower-initial temperature results in the lowe
final temperature.

In Figs. 5~b!, 6~b!, and 7~b!, the mechanism of the ligh
emission is shown with the energy of the emitted light p
bubble collapse for the liquid temperatures of 5, 20, a
34 °C, respectively. At low-acoustic amplitudes it is a plas
emission and at high-acoustic amplitudes, it is chemilu
nescence of OH. In actual experiments of multibub
sonoluminescence~MBSL!, the acoustic amplitude varie
spatially inside a liquid. Thus, MBSL is a combination

FIG. 5. The calculated results for the liquid temperature of 5
when an argon bubble of various ambient radii (R0) in water is
irradiated by 20 kHz ultrasound of various acoustic amplitud
(pa). ~a! The bubble temperature at the collapse. The isother
lines are from the bottom 5000, 10 000, 20 000, 20 000, 10 0
7000 and 6800 K. Above the line of 6800 K, the bubble tempe
ture at the collapse is independent of acoustic amplitude an
always 6800 K.~b! Mechanism of the light emission and the ener
of the emitted light per bubble collapse.
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plasma emissions from low-acoustic amplitude region a
chemiluminescence from high-acoustic amplitude region.
deed, the MBSL spectra consist of continuum~plasma emis-
sions! and OH line~chemiluminescence! @6,33#.

Comparing Figs. 5–7, it is seen that plasma emissi
from low-acoustic amplitude region is much stronger in
colder liquid than those in a hotter liquid because the bub
temperature at the collapse is higher. On the other ha
chemiluminescence of OH from a high-acoustic amplitu
region is stronger in a hotter liquid than that in a cold
liquid because much more vapor is trapped inside a bubb
the collapse and much more excited OH radicals are crea
Thus, it is concluded that MBSL from a colder liquid con
sists of much stronger plasma emissions and a weaker
emission compared to that from a hotter liquid. The incre
of MBSL intensity as the liquid is cooled, which has be
reported experimentally@5–8#, is due to the strong increas
of plasma emissions. Here it should be noted that the num

s
al
0,
-
is

FIG. 6. The calculated results for the liquid temperature
20 °C when an argon bubble of various ambient radii (R0) in water
is irradiated by 20 kHz ultrasound of various acoustic amplitud
(pa). ~a! The bubble temperature at the collapse. The isother
lines are from the bottom 5000, 10 000, 20 000, 20 000, 10 0
7000 and 6400 K. Above the line of 6400 K, the bubble tempe
ture at the collapse is independent of acoustic amplitude an
always 6400 K.~b! Mechanism of the light emission and the ener
of the emitted light per bubble collapse.
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of bubbles in a liquid is also a very important factor th
determines the intensity of MBSL. In the present paper,
changes of the number of bubbles and their size and sp
distributions are not dealt with.

In Figs. 8–10, examples of the calculated results fo
high-acoustic amplitude at which light originates in chem
luminescence are shown. The acoustic amplitude is 5 bar
the ambient bubble radius is 4mm. In Fig. 8, the calculated
radius-time curves are shown for one acoustic cycle
20 °C case~solid line! and 34 °C case~dotted line!. It is seen
that a bubble expands much more when compared to the
of the low-acoustic amplitude~Fig. 1!. Thus, a much large
amount of vapor evaporates into a bubble at the expan
and the amount of vapor trapped inside a bubble at the
lapse in the case of the high-acoustic amplitude@Figs. 9~b!
and 10~b!# is much larger than that in the case of the lo

FIG. 7. The calculated results for the liquid temperature
34 °C when an argon bubble of various ambient radii (R0) in water
is irradiated by 20 kHz ultrasound of various acoustic amplitu
(pa). ~a! The bubble temperature at the collapse. The isother
lines are from the bottom 5000, 10 000, 10 000, 7000, and 610
Above the line of 6100 K, the bubble temperature at the collaps
independent of acoustic amplitude and is always 6100 K.~b!
Mechanism of the light emission and the energy of the emitted l
per bubble collapse. At the narrow region between the two th
lines, the light originates in plasma emissions.
01631
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e
ial

a
-
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r

se
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acoustic amplitude@Figs. 3~b! and 4~b!#. It results in the
much lower bubble temperature at the collapse~Tmax in
Table III! compared to that in the case of the low-acous
amplitude~Table II!. It is also seen from Table III that the
bubble temperature at the collapse is higher for 20 °C c
compared to 34 °C case because a lesser amount of vap
trapped inside a bubble at the collapse, as in the case o
low-acoustic amplitude~Table II!.

Finally, we discuss the liquid-temperature dependence
single-bubble sonoluminescence~SBSL!. In 2000, Vazquez
and Putterman@4# reported that the SBSL intensity increas
as the liquid temperature decreases under a similar aco
amplitude. For example, they reported that when the ma
mum bubble radius is the same (Rmax537mm) the light in-
tensity in 20 °C case is five times larger than that in the 34
case. In the present paper, computer simulations are
formed under the experimental conditions of Vazquez a
Putterman@4#. The calculated results are summarized
Table IV. It is seen that the calculated number of photo
emitted per bubble collapse is larger for 20 °C case due to
higher maximum bubble temperature, which is caused by
smaller amount of vapor trapped inside a bubble at the
lapse.

IV. CONCLUSION

At almost all the acoustic amplitudes, the bubble tempe
ture at the collapse is higher in a colder liquid. It is becau
the amount of water vapor trapped inside a bubble at
collapse is smaller due to the lower-saturated vapor press
Multibubble sonoluminescence~MBSL! in water is a combi-
nation of plasma emissions from low-acoustic amplitude
gion and chemiluminescence of OH from high-acoustic a
plitude region. In a colder liquid, plasma emissions are mu

f

s
al

.
is

t
k

FIG. 8. The calculated radius-time curves for one acoustic cy
~50 ms! for the liquid temperature of 20 °C~solid line! and 34 °C
~dotted line! when the frequency and the amplitude of ultrasou
are 20 kHz and 5 bar, respectively and the ambient bubble radiu
4 mm. Note the much larger scale of the vertical axis than tha
Fig. 1.
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KYUICHI YASUI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 016310
stronger than those in a hotter liquid due to the higher bub
temperature at the collapse, while chemiluminescence of
is weaker than that in a hotter liquid. Due to the strong
plasma emissions in a colder liquid, MBSL from a cold
liquid is brighter than that from a hotter liquid as reported
many experiments@5–8#. The liquid-temperature depen
dence of SBSL reported by Vazquez and Putterman@4# is
also understood by the difference of the amount of wa
vapor trapped inside a bubble at the collapse; SBSL fr
colder liquid is brighter due to the higher maximum bubb
temperature because a smaller amount of vapor is trap
inside a bubble at the collapse.
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FIG. 9. The calculated results for the liquid temperature
20 °C at around the minimum bubble radius as functions of time
0.05ms. The condition is the same as that of Fig. 8.~a! The bubble
radius~R! and the temperature inside the bubble~T!. ~b! The num-
bers of molecules inside the bubble.
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APPENDIX: THE UPPER BOUND OF THE SPEED
OF THE BUBBLE COLLAPSE

It is shown below by the fundamental theory of fluid d
namics @18# that the bubble wall velocity at the collaps
never exceeds the sound velocity in the liquidat the bubble
wall (cL,B).

Consider a liquid flow with no friction. According to the
Euler equation,

udu52
dp

r
52

dp

dr

dr

r
52c2

dr

r
, ~A1!

whereu is the velocity of the liquid,p is the pressure,r is the
density, andc is the sound velocity (c25dp/dr). Using the
Mach numberM5u/c, Eq. ~A1! becomes

dr

r
52M2

du

u
. ~A2!

On the other hand, the continuity of fluid~liquid! requires

f
r

FIG. 10. The calculated results for the liquid temperature
34 °C at around the minimum bubble radius as functions of time
0.05ms. The condition is the same as that of Fig. 8.~a! The bubble
radius~R! and the temperature inside the bubble~T!. ~b! The num-
bers of molecules inside the bubble.
0-8
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dr

r
1

du

u
1

dA

A
50, ~A3!

whereA is the cross section of the liquid flow perpendicu
to the flow direction@18#. From Eqs.~A2! and ~A3!,

du

u
52

dA/A

12M2 . ~A4!

From Eq. ~A4!, it is required that whenM.1, the cross
section must increase (dA.0) if the fluid velocity increases
(du.0). At the bubble collapse, the velocity of the liqu
increases towards the bubble@1#, which is required by the

TABLE III. The calculated results for an argon bubble in wat
irradiated by ultrasound of 20 kHz and 5 bar for the liquid tempe
tures of 20 and 34 °C. The ambient bubble radius is 4mm. ‘‘chemi-
luminescence’’ is that of OH@OH*→OH1hn(310 nm)#.

20 °C 34 °C

Rmax 363 mm 366mm
Rmin 1.9 mm 2.9mm
Tmax

~without CR!
6500 K

~22 000 K!
6100 K

~18 000 K!

H2O dissociated 4.631010 7.931010

light 0.6 pJ 1.7 pJ
pulse width 440 ps 730 ps
mechanism chemiluminescence chemiluminescen
.

.

J

a,

em

c.

g,

01631
fluid ~liquid! continuity. Thus, forM.1, the cross section
should increase. However, the cross section of the liq
flow decreases towards the bubble due to the spherically
tracting geometry. Thus, it is concluded thatM never ex-
ceeds 1; in other words, the liquid velocity never exceeds
sound velocity of the liquid. It implies that the speed of t
bubble collapse, which is the liquid velocity at the bubb
wall, never exceeds the sound velocity of the liquid at t
bubble wall.

-
TABLE IV. The calculated results under the conditions of t

experiment by Vazquez and Putterman@4#. The acoustic amplitude
(pa) is determined to reproduce the experimentally observed m
mum bubble radius (Rmax537mm). The ambient bubble radius i
5 mm. f a is the frequency of ultrasound used in the experimen
@4#, ‘‘photons’’ is the number of photons emitted per bubble co
lapse, and the experimentally observed values@4# are given in
square brackets.

20 °C 34 °C

f a 33.8 kHz 34.3 kHz
pa 1.32 atm 1.29 atm

Tmax

~without CR!
10 300 K

~11 700 K!
9900 K

~12 000 K!

H2O dissociated 1.53108 1.73108

photons
@experiment#

4.23104

@6.03104#
3.43104

@1.23104#

mechanism atom bremss. atom bremss.
a-
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